
Overview

The fft() function takes a signal vector and returns a vector containing the amount
of energy in a spectrum of frequencies. The upper frequency limit is half the sampling
frequency, and the frequency di�erence between each element of the output spectrum is
given by the sampling frequency divided by the length of the recording (in samples).

Parameters

Note that the following parameters assume that one has control over the signal recording.
If the recording has already been made, Fsamp and T are already �xed (they can be
adjusted, but only in the direction of lower quality, by shorting the recording or by re-
sampling with fewer samples).

Abbreviation Name Expression

Fmax Maximum Signal Frequency Fmax

Prescribed because it's a property of a (presumably) existing phenomenon.

Fsamp Sampling Frequency Fmax * 2

Usually chosen from a range of options, but should be at least twice the highest possible
frequency (Fmax).

dF Spectrum Resolution Fsamp / n

Chosen value; the choice being guided by the required analysis.

T or n Recording Length Fsamp / dF

Chosen to provide su�cient spectrum resolution (dF), given the particular sampling fre-
quency (Fsamp).

Example

• Suppose we wanted to �nd the frequency of the notes contained in a sound recording.

• Matlab can loadWAV �les, which are the standard for Windows, using the wavread()
function.

• wavread() returns the sampling rate and a matrix containing the sound recording
(a vector if the recording is mono).

[S,Fsamp] = wavread( 'piano_chord_c.wav' );
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• Fsamp will almost certainly be 44.1kHz, since this is the standard sampling rate for
digital audio recordings. For sound recording, we should chose at least 44.1kHz
since this is twice the approximate upper limit of human hearing (20kHz).

• If we want to be able to identify the frequency of the sounds to the nearest whole
number of Hertz, then dF must be at least 1Hz.

• The piano-chord recording's sampling rate was 44.1kHz, which gives us a frequency
resolution of 2Hz (dF = Fsamp / n = 44100kHz ÷ 88200 samples).

• NOTE: If we can chose the length of the recording, n should be based upon the
desired frequency-resolution. Thus, we select a suitable sampling rate and divide it
by the frequency-resolution: n = Fsamp / dF. Note that higher frequency-precision
means smaller values of dF, which, in turn, means more samples. Obviously, the
duration of the recording is given by the sampling rate multiplied by the number of
samples (T = Fsamp * n).

• Once we have loaded the recording into a matrix, we can apply the fft() function
to it, which returns another matrix of equal length.

spectrum = fft( S );

• We can plot the spectrum with the plot() function. However, the x-axis will have
the wrong units (for simplicity, we use the element index for the x-axis).

plot( 0 : length(spectrum)-1, spectrum );

• As it stands, the plot can be improved substantially. Given that the output of fft()
is useful only up to the Nyquist rate (half the sampling frequency), we need plot
only the bottom half.

spectrum2 = spectrum( 1 : length(spectrum) / 2 );

plot( 0 : length(spectrum2)-1, spectrum2 );

• Another complication is that the current plot is in�uenced by the phase of the signal,
giving negative values; we can change the plot to consider only the magnitude of
the signal thus:

spectrum3 = abs(spectrum2 );

plot( 0 : length(spectrum3)-1, spectrum3 );

• Finally, the x-axis doesn't indicate frequency. We can generate a list of frequencies
to match the fft() output using the linspace() command. The lowest frequency
is zero, and the highest is the Nyquist rate, Fsamp / 2 = 22050:

xLabels = linspace(0, Fsamp/2, length(spectrum3 ));

plot( xLabels , spectrum3 );

The full script:
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[S,Fsamp] = wavread('..\ data \261.626 sine.wav');

spectrum = fft(S);

spectrum2 = spectrum( 1 : length(spectrum )/2 );

spectrum3 = abs(spectrum2 );

xLabels = linspace( 0, Fsamp/2, length(spectrum3) );

plot( xLabels , spectrum3 );

Generating a Signal

Let's generate a chord (a harmonious sound) containing three di�erent pure notes (middle
C, A440 and B5):

F_middleC = 261.626;

F_A440 = 440;

F_B5 = 987.767;

To generate a sine wave, we �rst need a procedure that generates the correct number of
cycles within the correct number of samples. This brings together the sampling frequency,
the duration (length) of the signal, and the frequency of the signal.

T is the number of seconds in the recording, and Fsamp indicates how many samples
should occur in each second, and both of these are already accounted for by the length of
the vector, n. We now need to ensure that we have the correct number of cycles, which
is achieved by multiplying the signal frequency by the time. Thus, the value of x must
range from zero to the number of cycles times 2pi (recall that one cycle ranges from 0 to
2pi).

The code to generate the sine waves is thus:

middleC = sin( linspace( 0, 2*pi * F_middleC * T, n ) );

A440 = sin( linspace( 0, 2*pi * F_A440 * T, n ) );

B5 = sin( linspace( 0, 2*pi * F_B5 * T, n ) );

flabel = 0 : dF : numel(spec) - 1;
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